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I guess I'm one of the last survivors of the human race and I'm stranded on this hell of a desert alien

planet. Sucks to be me.Our ship crashed months ago and those of us left are struggling to survive

the boiling heat in barbaric living conditions. The only reason we're not all dead is one of my friends

got knocked up by a native alien and he lets us live in his ruined city. We should be grateful but a lot

of the humans hate the dragons and the girls who mate with them.The natives are huge, seven foot

tall dragon-men with wings and tails and scales. Surly and overly protective, who needs that? Not

me. Alien baby fever is the new in thing, but I'm not falling for the hype. I've always survived being

alone and I don't need anyone to change that. Try telling that to Shidan, the most annoyingly

persistent alien male around.Thanks to the primitive nature of the destroyed planet, we have no idea

what's happening when things go wrong with my friend's pregnancy. I'm sure I can salvage

something from our crashed ship that will help, but to get there I'll have to leave the city's protection

and go out in the sweltering heat where everything wants to kill me. The only way I'll survive is if

Shidan comes too and he's made it clear he wants only one thing. Love.Dragon's Love is a

standalone, full length scifi romance novel with a happily ever after ending, plenty of steam, bloody

battles and alien-human intrigue. This is the re-written and re-edited second edition!
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I almost didn't read this book because I read the other reviews first. In the end, I decided to trust the

author's writing since I have always loved it before. Amara has reasons for the way she is. Yes she

is a strong, independent woman who doesn't rely on others. That's because she was a pilot in a

male dominated field. Any weakness that she showed would come back to hurt her. I loved Shidan

who recognized and loved Amara just the way she was. Shidan has trouble communicating with

Amara which contributes to the tension in the story. It's not just the language barrier but also his

tendency to not explain his comments and actions to her. I loved that this wasn't strictly a love at

first sight book. I really got to know the characters and was rooting for them all the way.

I didn't like this one as much as the first two. Amara was pretty much a bitch to Shidan through most

of the book. Because of her own insecurities. The first two were much more enjoyable. I hope the

next one is more like the first two.

I found this one to be a little different. It was mainly about the main female character and mental

struggles with herself. Couldn't help but be annoyed with her and how she would belittle, attack, or

hit the poor alien just because she was frustrated and would justify it or think nothing wrong of it.

Wish that part didn't exist and the rest was toned down a bit. No matter how much I tried to push

myself to read hoping things would change I just couldn't like her.

This is the second book I read about the dragons of Tajss, who inhabit a desert planet that has

gone through an invasion with few survivors. Some of the humans are worried about a pregnant

woman who has made with a dragon. Amara (human) and Ladon (dragon) travels through the

dessert to check the spaceship the human crash for medical supplies to aid with the delvery of the

hybred baby.The characters are colorful and interesting as well as Tajss environment. Highly

recommend.

I could not tell you how much I love this book period she is definitely become one of my favorite

authors the both of them. Seeing how she brings stories to life from reality women who are strong

and independent two men who try to love them and want to be accepted also while being strong

and independent on their own. She writes stories about the Journey of love and where if you just



take a leap of faith it can lead you. This is definitely a page-turner enjoy it.

Oh,my gawd! How freakin' awesome was that? I was balling like a baby by the end. No one ever

said falling in love was easy. But poor Shidan; Amara certainly put him through the wringer before

she realized that falling in love doesn't make you weak. Love makes you both that much stronger!

But what a coming together did those two have! Lots of sexy romps in the sand and a surprise at the

end. Loved it!

Amara has always been in a male dominated world and had to be tough to survive. Now all the

survivors are depending on her to be an engineer when she was a pilot. Now to top it off she has a

hot alien dragon man following her around, but she doesn't want or need his help. Too bad because

Shidan has his heart set on the prickly human.

A few grammar and spelling errors which I thought would improve as the series progressed.

Nope.Heroine could have had a little more heart. Got a little bored in places even with the book

being so short.Still deciding if I'll read the next book For the price, not sure it's worth it.
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